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The Authors



Prelude: A Bit of History

Dr. Edward C. Posner
August 10, 1933, to June 15, 1993

Ed Posner was born in New York City on August 10, 1933, and graduated first in his class from
Stuyvesant High School in 1950. Two years later, he received his B.A. in physics, and then his
M.S. and Ph.D. (in 1957) from the University of Chicago. While a graduate student, he married
Sylvia Kouzel. They have a daughter, Joyce, and a son, Stephen. After four years of teaching
mathematics at the University of Wisconsin and Harvey Mudd College, he joined JPL’s Commu-
nications Systems Research Section in 1961. During the next 32 years, he worked extensively in
information theory, communications, and neural networks. He was Supervisor of the Information
Processing Group (1962–1967), Deputy Manager of the Communications Systems Research Section
(1967–1973), a member of the TDA Planning O�ce (1973–1978), and Manager of the TDA Plan-
ning O�ce (1978–1983) before being appointed the TDA’s Chief Technologist in 1981. In 1982, he
became editor of the TDA Progress Report.

In addition to his JPL activities, Ed held a joint appointment on Caltech’s faculty from 1970
until his death. In this capacity, he supervised numerous Ph.D. students, in research topics covering
a variety of communications subjects that generally di↵ered from his JPL communications interests.
He founded and, for more than 20 years, organized the Caltech Electrical Engineering Systems Group
seminar. He was a founder of Caltech’s and JPL’s program in neural networks. He sponsored many
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) students and cofounded the SURF satellite
program. He also served on the freshman admissions committee.

Ed was a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and a member of the
Board of Governors of its Information Theory Society and of the Neural Networks Committee. He
served as chairman of the Neural Information Processing Systems Foundation. He was a member of
the committees of professional mathematics and engineering societies, program chairman or general
chairman of several conferences, and a member of the editorial boards of four journals.
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The Growth..

2018: Open registration sold out in 11m38s!
(faster than burning man)



Fas t  forward  2017. .



The Board  cons idered  the name change



His toric raci s t  connotat ion



The survey 

• Sent to conference attendees in the last five years.
• Biased sampling: didn’t consider those who could not attend or had 

dropped out due to uncomfortable environment.
• 13% of those who completed survey self-reported as female.

• Majority were asked on issues that affected the marginalized.
• Yes/no on name change.

• Feeling of discomfort given equal weight as status quo.

Picture credits: STEVEN LYLE JORDAN @RIGHTBRANE 



Non-change deci s ion

“After extensive discussions, the NIPS Board has decided not to change the name of
the conference for now. The poll itself did not yield a clear consensus on a name
change or a well-regarded alternative name.”

"implement . . . concrete steps to improve the inclusiveness of the conference"



The JHU Let ter

Championed by 
Dr. Elana Fertig



The Change.org Pet i t ion



Pos i t ive Engagements  on  Social  Media



Comments  on  Social  Media
• Both men and women have nipples, so why is NIPS sexist?



Comments  on  Social  Media



Comments  on  Social  Media



In  the media



Comments  Cont inue. .



THANK YOU!


